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Responsibility for crime in London



SafeStats – London’s crime and 
community safety data portal

• Multi-agency data

• Processed, cleaned, coded

• Used by 300 authorised 
analysts involved in crime 
reduction



Safestats 10 years on

• Changing policy landscape

• Increased data regulation

• Range of data users



Shifting policy landscape



Changing policy landscape

•Need for multi-agency data to understand complex 

issues like violence

•Under-reporting to the police

•More non-crime data e.g. public health

•Higher expectations of evidence more data-literate 

politicians



Increased data regulation

In 2008

• Legal basis for sharing data with those 

involved in ‘reducing crime’

• Not personal data

• Simple authorisation for users



In 2019

•GDPR has changed how we 

share data

• No personal details but risk of 

jigsawing

• Account for public attitudes on 

data use

• Legal basis and authorisation 

to use data is more complex



ICO Sandbox

• Public health approach to violence 

reduction BUT London-wide data not 

widely available below Borough level

• Spread across public health, 

boroughs, police, other agencies

• Working with ICO to explore how we 

can bring these sources together 

securely to meet evidence needs



Data Users

• Used to be expert crime analysts

• Now policy makers,public health analysts, licensing teams, 

even outside London e.g. Surrey public health team

• Open data on LDN Datastore for those who don’t qualify on 

basis of ‘reducing crime’



SafeStats redevelopment

•Total redevelopment – beta release

•Project managed within Strategic Crime team, with IT 

support/external developers

•Redeveloped to provide flexibility and expansion for 

the future



New features to address the issues

• Interactive querying across more fields within multiple datasets

•Optional join of demographic / deprivation data

•Flexibility for new datasets, updated geographies, new themes

•Share analysis with other London analysts

•User authorisation suite



What is the impact?

• Direct influence on wide variety of strategic and operational 
uses

• Tactical/Operational use
• Operation Trafalgar

• Operation Langbridge



Use of combination of 
historic granular 
SafeStats data to pinpoint 
‘hot blocks’ of streets in 
night-time West End for 
anti-social behaviour

Used for more targeted 
police patrolling, 
facilitating a ‘single-truth’ 
through data

• 33% reduction in ambulance dispatches

• 62% reduction in reported assaults



A&E Assaults MPS: VAP moderate and serious LAS: assault: gun, knife or other serious injury



Strategic Outputs

• Violence Reduction Unit – added data scientist capability to 
create a decision support tool. 



Local needs

• Joint Strategic Needs Assessments

• Licensing reviews



Conclusions

• Building data systems for the future is not just about IT projects 

• Address multiple data challenges about our work and different 

sets of expertise

• If a system is useful, user demands become more complex

• But user-led development leads to measurable policy impacts
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Urban context



Cutting edge scientific evidence

Framework of participatory research

Complex systems approach to transformation



Systems thinking

energy efficiency
and climate

change



Systems thinking

ventilation and
indoor air pollution

household
crowding

indoor temperature
and fuel poverty housing

affordability

energy efficiency
and climate

change community connection
and quality of

neighbourhoods

land ownership,
value and

development
patterns





Housing, Energy and Wellbeing 
Web-enabled Interactive Simulation Environment

http://www.systo.org/hew_wise.html 



CRAFT
Cities Rapid Assessment For Transformation



Selected 10 policy objectives

Sources: Pixabay

GHG reduction 
and

health improvement



CRAFT modelling strategy

Total emissions / avoidable deaths

Emissions/deaths targeted 
by policy

Reduction due 
to policy



CRAFT modelling strategy

Total emissions / avoidable deaths

Emissions/deaths targeted 
by policy

Reduction due 
to policy

+
PM2.5, NO2, radon, 

overheating, 
physical activity, etc.



GHG emissions

GHG emissions



Picture source. 
Flickr, Pixaby

GHG exposures and emissions



⁓9,700 (20%)

Premature deaths
⁓ 7,800

Premature deaths

Picture source. 
Flickr



Source. Flickr



Key findings

• Implementing these ten policy objectives could 

• reduce London’s GHG emissions by ~90%

• reduce London’s environmental disease burden by about 20% (1,900 
deaths in one year)

• Health benefits are not automatic and modest for some policies

• Potential for unintended adverse consequences

• Actions that affect the whole population and lead to substitution of 
fossil fuels for all main activities in a given sector



Conclusions

• The CUSSH team works with the GLA to address complexity via systems 
thinking in the areas with highest potential for transformative change

• Interested in understanding the use of CRAFT and systems tools in 
decision-making

• The selected policies for London have the potential to produce 
important environment and health benefits, but there are differences 
in the scale



Thank you.
n.zimmermann@ucl.ac.uk



Selected 10 policy objectives

GHG reduction 
and

health improvement

1. Zero emission transport
2. Active travel
3. Building retrofit
4. Heat pumps
5. Heat networks
6. Photovoltaics
7. Grid decarbonisation 
8. Green gas in national supply 
9. London's green area from 47% to >50% 
10.Zero waste city



Forecasts for an uncertain 
future

Ben Corr

City Intelligence Unit

Greater London Authority



Why this matters

Strategic planning

•How many homes do we need?

•Do we build <huge infrastructure project> ?

Planning services

•How many school places?

•How much fare revenue?



A wide range of user needs

Strategic planning

“10 million or 12 million people in 2050?”

Local service planning

“How many four year olds in SE1 next September?”



Outline

• The challenges of forecasting

• Working around these

•Approach 1 - build a better model

•Approach 2 - build more models 



The challenges

• Inaccurate past data

•Uncertainty about the future

• Incomplete models



Projecting London’s population

•Project forward past 
demographic trends

•Accounting for variability 
gives range of outcomes

•Does this capture the 
true uncertainty?  
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Past projections



Sensitivity to error in migration data

Rest of 
the UK

London Overseas
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Total flows over the border ≈ 1 Million

Total net flow ≈ 0
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Approach 1: Build a better model

•Make the inputs more robust

• Improve assumptions about the future

•Account for more drivers of population change



Using admin data to improve reliability

official

corrected

births

 P register

school pupils

 

    

    

    

                                

•Monitor official 
estimates against 
admin sources

• Identify and correct 
problems

Change in official 
methodology



Improve assumptions about the future

Homes by # bedrooms

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

    

    

    

    

                            

    

     

     

   

 

    

     

                            

GP register by age



Improve understanding of drivers and dynamics

Source data: the Consumer Data Research Centre, UCL

< 5%

5 – 15%

15 – 25%

Percentage 
point

change
1997 to 2016

Changing proportions of adult-sharer households



Approach 2: Build more models

•Combined results of multiple independent models 
more reliable than result from a single model

•Disagreements between models give insights into 
uncertainty

• It’s OK for models to have limitations 

– so long as they’re different limitations



Housing-led projections

Homes Average people per home
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• Population linked to scenarios of housing and occupation



Employment-led projections
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Population linked to scenarios of GVA growth and jobs



Develop a projection ensemble

Housing-led Employment-led
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Combining multiple model results
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Conclusions

•We can improve performance by diversifying the 
data sources and methods we use

•A many model approach can help us understand 
and communicate uncertainty better



Projection pipeline

Population 
synthesis

Population

Housing stock Employment-led

Probabilistic 
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Systems Dynamics

Agent Based
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